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SUMMAAY

L The visual system has been modelled as a set of independent linear channels each
tuned to a limited band of spatial frequencv with the &verage bandwidth being
approximately I octave. A great deal ofpsychophysical and physiological evidence
supports this basic notion. However, Henning, Hertz & Broadbent (1975) have shown
rcciprocal masking between a fundamental fiequency (lF) and a complex grating
compoeed of higher harmonics several oct&ves removed ((4+5+6)F) ; their results
clearly indicate a lack of independenee.
2. We recorded the activity of cells in the striat€ cortex of monkeys and cats using
stimuli similar to those of Henning el a/" to make comparisons with their ps_vchophvsical
dsta and to test speeific physiological predictions.
3. We found that cells tuned to the fundamental frequencv did not produce an
excitatory nesponseto the (4+5+6)F pattern. However, the response of such cells
to lF eould be redueed by simultaneous presentation of (4*5+6)F. Similarlv. the
r€sponse of cells tuned to high frequencies, when presented with (4*5*6)F,
was
rcduced by simultaneous presentation of lF. However, this reciprocal inhibition could
be pmduced between single harmonics (e.g. lF and 4F) and was not dependent upon
a special relationship between lF and (4+5+6)F.
4. When cells tuned to high frequencies weFe pnesented with the (4+b+6)F
pattern they generated predictable responsesin the higher harmonics (4, b, 6) but
they also generated an unexpected, non-linear. responseat the fundamental frequencv,
lF, even though no such low frequency component was pr€sent in the stimulus. This
effect is due to the response rectification which striate cells show.
5. In support of the linear independent spatial frequencv channel model. we find
(a) striate cells provide an excitatory nesponseto only a limited range of frequencies.
(6) they do not provide such rcsponsesto the 'apparent' yet 'missing' fundamental
in the (4 * 5 * 6)F beating pattern. and (c) the responsewave form to complex stimuli
like (4+5+6)F is reasonably predictable (at least for simple cells) from the model.
Against the model we find that (a) frequencies outside the excitatorv bandpass can
produce inhibition and (6) the reetification of the response wave form introduces
harmonics not present in the stimulus.
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INTRODt-CTIOIi

Campbell & Robson (1968)first proposedthat the visual svstem could be modelled
as a set of independent spatial frequenev tuned channels.Since then. considerabie
evidencehas accumulated which supports this basic nobion (for genera!reviews see:
S e k u i a r .1 9 7 4 ; R o b s o n .1 9 7 5 :B r a d d i c k . C a n p b e l l & A t k i n s o n . t g 7 8 ; D e V a l o i s& D e
\:alois, 1980).For example. Blakemore & Oampbell (1969) have shown psychophvsicalll' that prolonged adaptation to a single spatial frequencl'grating pattern c&uses
a loss in serrsitivity to only a limited range of spatial frequencies centr€d around the
adaptation frequency. Physiological stuciieshave shown that single eellsin the striate
cortex of both monkeys (Schiller, Finlay & Volman. 1976; De Valois, Albrecht &
Thorell, 1977, 1978;Albrecht, 1978;Albreeht. De Valois & Thorell. 1980) and eats
(Campbell.Cooper& Enroth-Cugeil. 1969:Maffei & Fiorentini. 1973: Ikeda & Wright.
1975;Albrech'". 1978: Mo','shcn.Thompson & Toihurst, l9i8a, D) respond to onlv a
limited range of spatial frequencies within a given loceolizedretinal erea. These
studies. and others. indieate that the visual svstem up throrrgh the striate cortex
may be performing a patch-*'ise spatial fiequency filtering of the visual information.
segregating the visual stimulus into a set of quasi-linear independent channels.
However. several ps1'chophl'sicalstudies have now demonstrat€d that under some
cireumstances the spatially seleetive channels in the human visual system ar€ not
totalf-v independent. Henning et al. (1975) have shown that the detection of a low
frequencl' grating pettern can be masked b.v simultaneous presentation of a specific
set of harmonicallv reiated frequencies more than two octaves removed and vice
versa. Tolhurst (1972) and Nachmias. Sansbury & Vassilev (1973) have shown that
adaptation to a square wave grating does not produce the appropriate loss in
sensitivitv at the third harmonic *'hich would be expected from totall;' independent
channels. Other psychophysical studies (De Valois, 1977; 1978a; Tolhurst & Barfield,
1978) have shown that detection of a single spatial frequency can be enhanced by
prior adaptation to a grating pattern several octaves removed. This t1'pe of evidence
imposes elear limitations on the generality of the independent channel hlpothesis.
Henning et al. (1975) used a specific set of harmonically related grating patterns
which has an interesting pereeptual property. A stimulus consisi;ingof the 4th, Sth
'appa,rent' periodicity
at that
and 6th harmonics of a partieular fundamental has an
fundamental frequency even though there is no'ph1'sical'energy present at the
stimulus increased the deteetion
fundamental. They showed that this 4F+5F+6F
threshold of the fundamental harmonic component (1F). Reciprocally, the fundamental harmonic component increasedthe detection threshold ofthe eomplex pabtern.
This led Henning et aI. to propose that low spatial frequency channels might be
sensitive to this apparent low frequency periodicity. that is, that low frequencv
ehe"nnelsmight somehow respond to a periodic contra,st modulation of a high
frequeney grating.
In the pr€sent studv we asked how single cells in the striat€ cortex behave *'hen
presented with the stimuli used by Henning et al. (1975\. Specifically',we first asked
whether cells tuned to low spatial frequencies would respond to a combination of the
4th. 5th and 6th harmonics (of the eell's eharacteristic frequencv) alone. even though
no low spatial frequency components were present in the stimulus. Secondlv, we asked
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how cells tuned to high frequencies would respond to the complex pattern when the
4th. 5th and 6th harmonics all fell within the cell's bandpass. Thirdly, *'e asked
whether the response of a low frequencv cell to its best frequency. lF. is perhaps
enhancedor inhibited by the simultaneouspresentaiion of 4F + 5F + 6F. Finallv. we
asked whether the low frequenc-v beat is actuall,v- the necessarv condition for
producing interactions. or whether perhaps individual harmonics bv themselves are
sufficient.
The predictions one would make from a linear spatial lilter model are quite
straightforward. After measuring the response of a particular cell to single spatial
frequeney sine waves &crossthe entire range of spatial and temp<lral frequencies. one
'bandpass characteristic' of that cell (which
should have a good estimate of the
frequencies excite the cell and what their weighting factors are). If the spatial
frequenciespresent in a particular stimulus fall within the bandpassof the eell. then
the-v should excite the eell b1'predictable amountsl if the frequenciespresent in a
stimulus fall oui;sidecf the cell's bandpass. then the,"-shorrld produee no response.
Thus. for example. a cell tuned to frequenel' lF should not respond to a pattern
if these frequencies arc all outside of the excitatorv
composed of 4F+5F+6F
bandpass of the cell. These linear predietions are quite contrarv to the explanation
of Henning et al. .(19i5) of their psychophysical findings.
ilETHODS
Pre'pa.ration.The apparatus and general recortiing procedures are similar to those more fulll'
describedelsewhene(Albrecht. 1978r De Valois. I)e falois & \"und. 19791 Brieflr'. m&caque
monkel"s(llarar.a fascicularisl and.domestieca.tswerc prepared for ehronic experiments someds.vs
beforc the first neurophl'siological reeording: under deep barbiturate anaesthesiaa iigid plastic
pedestalcontaining a recording ehamber$'&scementedto the animal's skull. The actual expreriments
2hr reeovery).
ran for about l2hr (l hr preparation.thr r.eeording.
On the dav of an experiment. the animal was anaesthetizedwith a short-acting barbiturate
(thiaml"lalsodium) and maintained throughout the experimenton 75os NrO/25oo Or analgesia.
Since no eer. eye. or mouth bars were used. diseomfort x'as minimal" The animals sho*'ed no
aversion to the experimentem or the experimental room as a result of this treatment:
increa^ged
those previously tamed remained friendlv" During the recording session.the animal rested on a
foam-rubber pad with its head held bp'a pletescrewed into the pedestal.It was respirated through
an endo-tracheal throat tube. with the respired (,'O, treing maintained at +'5oo. Temperature was
maintained *'ithin normal limits b1'rneansof a thermostaticallv controlled heating pad: the heart
rat€ w&s monitored throughout the experiment.
The e1"eswere covered with eontact lenses:aceomodation was paralvsed and the natural pupil
dileted by epplying cvlopentolate hydrochloride (Cyclogl'l HCI). The animal was refracted tr1'
streak retinoscopy, corrective lensesu'ere used to focus the stimuli on the retina. and an artifieial
pupil was introduced(3mm for monkel'.4mm for cat). The eves$'ereimmobilizedbv eontinuous
infusion of gallamine triethiodiode. Action potentials werp reeordedfrom area l7 neurones using
glasseoatcd pletinum-iridium micro-electrodes.The action potentials were amplified and converted
bv a window discriminator to standard pulseswhich werc fed into and anall'serib1'an on-line \O\".{
1220 computer.
Asplay. Visual stimuli were displayed on a Tektronix 654 oscilloscopeand werc digitallr'
generatedline-by-line from a NOV.{ l20O computer. A table of luminaneesto specifi"eachpattern
was stored in the computer and sent to the D/A controlling scope luminance one line at a time.
synchronizedto the rsst€r scanofthe monitor. The pattern u'asdrifted acrossthe scopebl changing
the st&rting position in the stimulus array on each suecessiveframe. To rotate the petterns. we
pleced the scope in a 56cm diameter steel drum which rested on rvheels.and rotated the u'hole
unit. The scopeface was viewed through a circular eperturc in a large white screenmaintained at
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Fig. l. ..{ showsthe distribution of luminanceproducedb1'summingthe three harmonics
4F. 5F and 6F in eosine phase at amplitudes of 0.25. 0.5 and 0.25 respectively. The
modulation of the pattern varies periodicalll' (beats) *'ith a period equal to that of the
fundamental. lF. as can be seen b1'comparing it $'ith I which shows the luminance
distribution of the fundamental. lF.

roughly the samemeanluminance level (2i'a cdlm'\.The aperturesubtendedI 8 degreesat the 57 cm
viewing distance used for cats. and 6 degreesfor monkevs st & viewing distance of l72cm.
Ezperimental pruedure. Once the responseof e oingle cell was.cleerly isolated. its receptive field
*'as located and centred on the displav scope. Its preferred orient&tion, direction of movement,
spatial frequencv,and temporal frequencvwere approximately determined by listening to the spike
trains while van'ing these parameters. Bar stimuli werc then used to classifl' the cell as simple or
complex according to the criteria of Hubel & Wiesel (1962). On the basis of these preliminary
measunements. the responses of the cell to various spetial and temporal frequencies were
quantitativelv aseessed
with the orientation and direetion of motion held constant at the optimum.
These measur€sprovided us with the cell's spatial and temporal frequencv contrast sensitivitl'
function.
Upon completion of these preliminary experiments, we presentedvarying combinations of lF.
4F. 5F. and 6F to each of the fifty-three c.ellsstudied. Except for the relative locug on the spatial
frequencl' axis. we observed no clear differences between the somples of cells recorded fmm the
cst (thirt)'cells) and monke-v(twentv-three cells); we thus grouped them together. For cells tuned
to low spatial frequencies(twentv-four eells),the spatial harmonics werr chosensuch that 1F was
near the peak of the spatial bandpass and the temporal harmonics were chosen such that thev all
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fell within the temporal bandpass.For cellstuned to high frequencies(t*'ent.r--ninecells).the spatial
harmonics were chosensuch ihat .{F. 5F and 6F u'erecentred near the peak ofthe spatial bandpass
and the temporal harmonics all fell within the temporal bandpass"In general.each cell was tested
with the foltowing patterns presentedin random orcier: (a) t F. (6) 4F. (c)5F. (d) 6F' (e) 4F + 5F + 6F'
lF+aF,(ir) IF+5F.Therelativeamplitudesofth-eindividualcomponents
lf) tF+4F+bfibf"(g)
0'12' o'25.0"12' (g
ir,'G p"tt"-s (€) to i/r1 inclusive were &s follows: (e) 0'25" 0'50. 0'25,_(/) 6"5.
various patterns were
and n)'0.5, OS. Tire harmonics were added together in cosine pha^se.The
oo
eech presentedat severalcontrast levelsranging from 2 to 20 where contts,st(for each individual
harmonic) is definedas (max min)/(max + min).
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Fig. 2. :{ shows the spatial frequencl' tuning function for a cat striate simple eell as well
as"thelocetion and relative "-plitud"" of the harmonics(1F. {F. 5F.6F) of the stimulus
us€dto test the cell in Experiment l. As can be seen.the eell has a bandpasseharacteristic
of sbout I octave and is tuned to relativelv low spatial frequencies' Since onll' the
fundamental firquencv component of the stimulus lies within the tuning curve of the cell'
iinear filter theory would predict that the cell should respond onll' to the fundamental
frequency. I sho\r'sthe temporal frequencl' tuning of the same cell as well as the location
and relative amplitudes of tire stimulus frequencies.Since the cell has a relativelv flat low
passtemporal tuning curve, alt of the temporal frequencl'components of the stimulus are
passed with little att€nustion.
Data analysis.Peristimulus time histograms (PSTH) averaged over twent)' to fortv repetitions
of eoch pe;odic stimulus were collected in 5msec time bins. From these averaged histograms an
on-line Fourier harmonic analysis was eomputed relstive to the fundamental temporal frequencl'
of the stimulus. The mean responserat€ (or DC) and the amplitudes and phasesof the first six
harmonic components were printed out on-line.

RESULTS

The two primary stimulus conditionsused in this study are shown in Fig. 1: l,
the sum of 4F+5F+6F (in eosinephasewith relativeamplitudesof 0'25,0'50and
0'25), and B a singlelow spatial frcquency grating, 1F.
Experiment/. In the first experimentwe askedwhether cellstuned to low spatial
fiequencieswould respondto the eomplexpattern composedof 4F, 5F and 6F (where
lF is the frequencyto which that particular cell respondedbest).As shown in Fig.
'apparent' low frequencyoscillation
1.4, the luminanceprofile of this pettern hasan
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Fig. 3. rl shows the PSTH of the cell shown in Fig. 2 r'hen presentedwith the stimulus
sho*'n in Fig. 1.4 (that is.4F+5F+6F). As can be seen.the cell gives essentiallvno
'apparent' Iow
responseto the high fiequencv harmonics even though the psttern has an
fi.equencl'periodicitl' equal to the period of the cell's best spatial frcquencl'. I is a printout of the amplitude/phase of the first six harmonics of the responseshown in .'1sbove.
C shows the responseof the same cell to the fundamental (lF) frequencl'. As is t1'pical
for simple eells.the cell producesa half-wave rectified dischargepattern which modulates'
'real
in s1'nchronl'with the input. The cell thus respondsstrongll'when presentedwith a
low frequency component within its bandpass.In D is the printout of responseharmonics.
The lack of a maintained discharge prodgccs energ,r-in the higher harmonics a^swell as
in the fundamental.
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(in
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adjacent
whose period is equal to the difference between the
case the oscillation is at the lowest common multiple. or 1F). The psvchophvsical
in the
experiments of Henning e/ a/. suggested to them that lo*' frequenc\" channels
a
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n
t
') lou'
visual system might rispond to the'missing'(vet'perceptualiv
non-linearitl'
(first
order)
frequenc;-periodicitv. If this were so. it would be a major
not be
of visual function: a linear spatial filter tuned to low frequencies would
frequeneies
iligh
expected to respond to this pattern. since it is composed of onlf
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Fig.4. l.spatial frequencytuning function of a cat striat€ simple eell in relation
Since onll
rrlilrfu. fr"q"encies 1tF. if" Sf."Of't used to test the eell in Experiment 2
the cell's
It " t igir". ttrrmonics fall *'ithin the spatial bandpess"the]' alone should influence
B. temporal frequencv tuning function for the .samecell and the location of the
;.p;;;.
stimulus fiequencies.

Fig" 2 shows the spatial frequeney tuning (21) and the temporal frequencl" tuning
(2-B) of a particular striate simple cell in cat which was tuned to lo*' spatial
frequencies.The location of the stimulus frequency components (l F, 4F. 5F. 6F)' I'ith
respect to the cell's sensitivitv range, are shown b1" the bars' Since the higher
harmonics (4. 5. 6) are all outside the spatial bandpass of this cell. linear filter theorl'
would predict that the cell would not respond to the pattern. The response (PSTH)
of this cell when presented with the high frequencv pa,tt€rn.4F+5F+6F is shown
in Fig" 3,{. As can be seen, this low frequency cell did not respond to the complex
periodic pattern composed only' of higher harmonics. Fourier analvsis of the eell's
response(shown in Fig. 3A) demonstrates that there were no responsesat anv of the
higher harmonics (2F through 6F) nor did the cell show any response at the
'apparent'low frequency fundamental (lF). We tested a total of twentl'-four cells
tuned to low frequencies under similar conditions and found that not one cell
responded to this complex high freguencv grating pattern.
grating
Fig. 3C shows the rcsponse (PSTH) of the same cell (described above) to a
harmonic
corresponding
The
(that
is,
1F).
of its best or cha,racteristic frequency
in Fig'
analysis of the PSTH is shown in Fig. 3D. As can be seen from the responses
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Fig. 5. .4. PSTH of the cell shown in Fig. 4 to the stimulus shown in Fig. I I (4F +5F+ 6F).
As can be seen. this cell responds quite vigorouslv to this psttern composed of high
fiequencl'harmonics; further. the shape of the responseis verv similar to the shape of
the stimulus luminance profile" The responseig what one would expect from a linerr filter
given the stimulu+-rcepons€rclationships depicted in Fig. 4. Note however that the
responseia invert€d (due to the particular rcceptive field organization) and th&t the
responseis largely half-wave reetified (due to the lack of a maintained discharge). 8.
corresponding distribution of the reaponseharmonics. As expected. there ar.e sizable
responsesin the ,lth, 5th and 6th hormonics. There is also, however. a responseat the
fundamental (1F) due to half-wave rectification: the lack of maintained dischargeforees
a modulation at the fundamental hermonic in addition to the higher harmonics.C. PSTH
of the same cell to the fundamental frequencv (lF) alone, which shows that the cell
provides no excitation. D, conesponding distribution of the responseharmonics.
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3, this cell respondsquite vigorously to a'real'low frequency pattern but does not
respond at all to an'apperent'low frequency pattern.
Ezperiment 2. ln lhe seeond experiment we presented the same stimulus patterns
to a total of twenty-nine cells tuned to higher spatial frequencies"The patterns were
generated such that 4F. 5F and 6F were centred near the peak frequency of the
particular cell under examination.
Fig.4 shows the spatial frequenc-vtuning (4.4)and the temporal frequency'tuning
(aB) of a particular striate simple cell tuned to high frequencies, along with the
location of the stimulus frequencies used to test it" As can be seen, 4F, 5F and 6F
all fall within the spatial bandpass of this eell, whereas lF is well outside its response
range. Given this information, linear filter theory would predict that the eell should
respond to 4F, 5F and 6F. Fig. 5 shows that the cell does respond quite well to this
combination of high fi.equency components. In fact, if the PSTH is Fourier analysed
into harmonic components (Fig. 58), one finds striking agreement between the
predicted and the observed amplitudes in the 4th, 5th and 6th harrhonics. However,
unlike what one would expect from a linear filter, this cell shows a large ampiitude
Fesponsein the lst harmonic component despite the fact that there is no such low
frequency component pFesent in the stimulus. As discussed below, this response to
the low frequency beat can be explained by the response reetification which striate
neurones show (drte to the lack of a maintained discharge). Such rectification will
necessarily introduce a low frequeney component into the response which is not
prcsent in the gtimulus.
It is worth noting that, other than showing half-wave rectification, this simple cell
gives quite linear responses:the PSTH looks very similar to the actual input (compare
Figs. 1,{ and 5.r4).The receptive field of this cell was organized such that the eentral
region was excited by a black line and inhibited by a white line; the two flanking
regions r€sponded in just the opposite fashion (excited by white and inhibited b.v
black). This reeeptive field organization has the net effect of inverting the stimulus
pettern so tha.t (given half-wave rectification) the eell's response follows only those
parts of the stimulus which fall beiow the mean luminance level.
Experiment 3. While experiment I clearly demonstrates that cells tuned to low
'apparent'
low
speti&l finequenciesdo not produce an excitatory response to the
possibility
periodicity
the
that
their
of
4F+5F*6F,
it
does
not
rule
out
fiequeney
Fesponseto 1F would be enhanced or inhibited by the simulteneous presence of
4F+5F+6F. Therefore, in Experiment 3 we compared the responseof low frequencv
cells to 1F alone us. their r€sponse to 1F*4F*5F+6F.
The psychophysical
experiments of Henning et al" showed that lF was more difficult to deteet in the
pnesenceof 4F+5F+6F.
One might therefore expect that the presence of higher
harmonics could rcduce the response of a particular cell to a grating of frequency 1F.
Fig" 6.,4,.Bshows the response (PSTH and corrrsponding harmonic analysis) of a
typical low fr.equency simple eell to its best frequency (1F) when presented alone.
As is true for most simple cells, the discharge pattera modulates in svnchronv with
the fundamental frequency of the stimulus such that most of the power appears in
the 1st harmonic component. Due to response reetification, however. some power
eppeart in the higher harmonics as well. Fig. 6C. D shows the response of the same
cell when presented with the s&rre low frequency, lF, but now combined with
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Fig. 6. ,{. PSTH and 8, printout of the harmonics of the cell shown in Fig. 2 when
prJsentedwith lF (its best frequencv) alone. C, PSTH and D, princout of the harmonics
of th" o1n" cell when lF is presentedin combination with the higher harmonics 4F' 5F
and 6F. As c6n be seen,the cell's responseis r€duced; the peak respons€was reduced from
165 to 130 spikes/sec..

(to lF+4F+5F*6F) looksverv similarto
4F+5F+6F. Qualitativelythe response
in synchronvwith the fundamental
modulates
discharge
to 1F alone.T-he
the response
of the harmonics(shownin
distribution
the
relative
and
freqrren"yof the stimulus
of the responseis
amplitude
overall
the
However,
same.
fig. OAi is virtually the
in the stimulus.
harmonics
higher
of
the
presence
reJucedby approximately20%.The
low
characteristic
to
its
cell
the
of
response
the
then, has-rei""ea the amplitude of
wave
form'
its
frequencvwithout significantly changing
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Fig. 7. l, PSTH and 8, printout of the harmonics of the eell sho*'n in Fig. 4 wLen
pnesent€dwith the three harmonics4F. 5F and 6F. without the fundamental I F C. PSTH
and D. printout of the harmonics of the sa.mecell's nesponseto these higher harmonics
The addition of the
plus the fundamental (that is. the sum of IF+4F+5F+6F).
fundamental harmonic decreasesthe nesponseto the higher harmonics without changing
the overall shape of the wave form.
performed on a cell tuned to high
Fig. 7 shows a,n analogous experiment
frequencies. The results are quite comparable: the response of this cell to 4F * 5F + 6F
30 o/o than its response to these frequencies
(Fig. 7,4. 8) is greater by approximatell'

p l u s l F ( F i g "7 C , D ) .
liot ail cells showed inhibition bJ' frequencieswell outside their excitatorv
Fig. 8 showsa quantitativedistributionof the magnitudeo{'this(masking)
bandpass.
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Fig. 8. Histogram showing the percent changein reeponseto patt€rns within their spatial
ba"ndpasswh"enfrequenciesouiside of the excitalory spatial bandpass are added to the
patte'rn. It can be s€enthat most of the cellsare inhibited to someextent bJ*theseoutside
frequencies.
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Fig. 9. Responseses & function of contrast of e monkey striate.cell tuned to low spatial
prcsentedwith (i) the fundamental freguency.alone,.(ii).the,fundamental
fre"quencieswhen
witir the three higier harmonics, (iii) the fundamental with only'one higher hermonic' As
can be seen.the size of the r.esponseto I F was decreasedby the simultaneous presentstlon
of the three higher harmonics (+r,5F,6F) or by onlv one higher hermonic (4F), equated
for contrast.
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TO PERIODIC PATTERI'S
STRIATE.R'sPO]/S,'S
no
such
interaction
cells
showed
of
the
37
thirtl'cells.
Some
9'o
effeet for a sample of
between lF and the sum of4F * 5F + 6F I about l0 9o showedan enhaneementbv the
distant frequencies; and the remaining 53o'o of the cells showed an antagonistic
interaction. The magnitude of the inhibitorf interaction varied from cell to cell:
o
among those showing the effect. the average decreasewas approximat'elv 25 o of the
original response(the range was from 5 to 60o'i inhibition).
on lF
Ezperiment 4. Henning et al. chose to examine the effeet of 4F*5F+6F
a
to
mask
be
expeeted
thercfore
might
because the 4, 5, 6 pattern beats at lF and
effect
masking
possibility
that
the
the
pattern of frequency 1F. Our results above raise
may not be related to this (4+5+6)F beating at all. We therefore set up this final
experiment to specifically test whether the antagonistic interaction, produced by
frequencies well outside ofthe excitatory bandpass ofthe cell, was a eonsequenceof
the unique relationship this particular eombination of high frequencies has with the
low frequency fundamental. or whether the antagonistic interaction p'as produced
by a generalized inhibition from high frequencies. As uoted above, the sum of
'apperent ' low frequencv component whose period is equal
4F + 5F + 6F produces an
to the period of the fundamental harmonic. We asked whether a single high frequencl'
harmonic could, b.vitself, interact with the low frequency fundamental. Recent reports
by De valois (both psychophysical, 1977, and physiological, 1978a, 1979) indicate
that single fircquencies outside of the excitatory bandpass of a channel can produee
net inhibition.
To examine this question, we present€d cells tuned to low frequencies the following
and (c) lF+,rF. Cells tuned to high
stimuli: (o) lF alone, (b) 1F+.IF+5F+6F
f r e q u e n c i e sw e r e t e s t e d w i t h : ( a ) 4 F + 5 F + 6 F . ( b ) 5 F a l o n e . ( c ) l F + 4 F + 5 F + 6 F .
and (d) lF+5F.
Fig. 9 shows the responseof a lo*'frequencv cell to these different stimulus patterns
are to I F alone. When
os a function of contrast. At all contrasts, the largest rresponses
4F + 5F + 6F is added to I F, the responsesare decreased.However. this same decrease
in rcsponsivenessc&n be produced b1'adding 4F (*'ithout 5F and 6F) to 1F. Fig. 10
shows the results of performing the analogous experiment on a high frequeney cell.
As is shown, the largest responsesat all contrasts &re to 4F + 5F * 6F, or to 5F alone.
When lF is added to either one of these stimuli. rhe Fesponsesare decreased. It
therefore eppe&rs that the masking interaction ca,nbe produced by single frequencies
alone and is not a result of the unique relationship of 1F with the sum of its harmonic
components 4F, 5F, and 6F.

DISCUSSION

A great deal ofevidence, both psychophysical and physiological. supports the basic
spetial frequency channel model of the visual system" Neurones in the striate cort€x
of both monkeys and eats, when presented with single spatial frequencv grating
patterns, only produce excitation over a limited band of spatial frequencies. In the
human visual system, many psychophysical experiments have demonstrated bandlimited spatial frequency channels. The model, if valid, has the virtue of allou'ing
numerous predictions from a relatively small set of observations and assumptions.
The linear spatial filter model allows one to predict the responseslo compiex stimuli
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Fig. 10. Responsesas a function ofcontrast ofa monkey striate cell tuned to high spatial
fre"queneieswhen pnesented with fiequencies inside and outside its excitatory spatial
bandpass. As c&n be seen. the pnffienceof I F (which ig outside the cell's spatial bandpass)
decreasedthe responeesto SFalone, as well as the responsesto.lF+5F+6F.
from a knowledge of the bandpass characteristic of the channel and the frequency
characteristics of the stimulus. The usefulness of the model for making such
(Campbell &
both psychophysically
predictions has in fact been demonstrated

Robson, 1968;Kelly, 1976)and physiologicall;-(Albrecht. 19?8: De Valois etaI. 19791.
There have however been several reports which indicate that the channels are perhaps
not complet€ly linear or independent.
The rcsults of the experiments reported here provide some evidence for and some
ageinst the spatial fiequency filter model of the visual systcm. In support of the model
we find (as others have) that many striate neurones arc fairly narrowly tuned for
spatial frequency. Two examples of this tuning can be seen in Figs. 2.4 and 4.4'
Further, some of the cells demonstrate considerable linearity in that the excitatorv
response to a complex stimulus can be predicted solely from a knowledge of the
stimulus frequency components present within the particular cell's spatial bandpass.
The striate simple cell shown in Figs. 4 and 5 is a particularly good example of a
linear cortical cell; the shape of the PSTH shown in Fig.5.d is remarkably similar
to the luminance profile of the stimulus (Fig. l -4). Finally, as would be expeeted from
a linear filter, cells tuned to low spatial fiequencies only produce excitation when the
'rtal' low fiequency component in its spectrum, and not when
stimulus cont&ins a
'a,ppa,rcnt' low fiequency is present. That is, the cells werc not excited by
only an
the low frequency periodicity produced by the sum of the higher harmonics,
To a first approximation, then, the visual system behaves a,sa lineer
4F+5F+6F.
multiple-channel system.
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STRJATE RESPONSES TO PERIODIC PATTERTS
However. these experiments reveal two tvpes of non-linearities that are seeond
order but nonethelessimportant. One is that frequenciesu'ell outside the excitatorv
filter characteristiccan often inhibit a cell's responses:the reduction in the responses
shown in Figs. 7-10 cannot be aecrruntedfor from a strict. linear. independent-filter
model" One eell we studied showed as much as 60o6 reduction in responseto its bes*"
spatial frequene;- when that frequencv was presented together with a set of distant
frequencies (which by themselves produced no measurable response from the cell)'
V,'e would describe this as a seeondorder non-linearitv becauseit only quantitativell'
r"educessomewhat the cells' predicted responses to stimuli rather than producing
responsesto stimuli at which there is no power, &s a major non-linearit;- (such as that
postulated b1" Henning et al. 1975\ might do.
The other non-lineality revealed in these experiments is that the responses of
cortical cells are. to a large extent. reetified due to their lack ofspontaneous discharge'
Such rectification introduces harmonics into the cells' responseswhich are not present
in the stimulus. These non-linear aspeets of striate cells ma,trwell account for manv
of the psychophysical demonstrations of non-linearitv.
The human psychophysical experiments of Henning et al. (19i5) ar€ inconsistent
with the hypolhesis ttr"t tttu visual s;;stem analyses patterns into completellindependeni spatial frequency channels: their experiments ciearlJ' demonstrate a lack
of in'dependeneein thai channels tuned to low frequencies can be influeneed by an
"pp"oprirtu combination of high frequencies (two oeta.res removed). To account for
their results Henning et at. pioposed a hypothetical model which" if true" would
considerablv weaken-the noti,on that cells in striate cortex are acting like bandpassspatial frequency filters (each producing excitation to onlv a limited range of
frequen"i"*j. The model the' propose (as diagrammed in their Fig" 13) suggeststhat
channels tuned to low frequencies reeeive excitatorv inputs from channels tuned to
high frequeneies; given this arrangement, low frequeney channels would produce
"*'"itrtion not only to lou, frequencv sinusoidal variations in luminance but would
also produce L.xcit&tion to low frequencv variations in the contrast of high frequencl"
gratings. Our ph1'siologiealrtsults presented here do not support their model and in
iact suggest a-quite differcnt explanation for their psychophysical findings.
On tle basis of their model (deseribed above) one would predict that a striate cell
tuned to a band of frcquencies centred aiound lF should produce an exeitator)'
since the latter
responsewhen presented with a patt€rn composedof 4F+5F+6F'
has a beat frequ"n".v. or contrast modulation. r,r'itli a period equal to lF The
prediction was not iulfilled. As illustrated in Fig 3. cortical cells tuned to low
frequencies (centred around 1F) do not produce excitation to the higher harmonic
stimulus pattern (4+5+6)F. Sueh low frequency cells were affected b"r,*the high
frequency pattern; the effect. however. was inhibitory rather than excitatorv. As
shown inFig. 6, such a cell's responseto 1F (its best frequency) *'as clearll'reduced'
rather than enhaneed.when 4F+5F+6F was added'
pattern on a cell tuned to lF could
The inhibition produeed by the 4F+5F+6F
(1975). However, the implication
ct.
et
Henning
by
eccount for the masking shown
'apparent'
is dependent upon the
effeet
the
that
from the psychophysicaiexperiments
in Fig' 9, we
lo* frequency beat is not supported by our exp€riments' As illustrated
This result
4F+5F*6F,
as
as
much
response
the
found that 4F alone could reduce
frequencies
from
inhibition
generaiized
a
by
suggests that the masking is causeC

